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Active RSO Program
 RSO’s are required to average 8 hours per month for a total of 24 hours per quarter, as described
below, thus a total of 96 hours per year. Those in compliance will receive a Single Membership
quarterly monetary credit. Unless otherwise exempted, RSO’s not in compliance and not
exempted will not receive a quarterly monetary credit addition to their account. Please note,
RSO’s who remain non-compliant without good reason for two quarters may be removed from
the RSO Program.






Quarters are as follows:
First Quarter: January, February, and March
Second Quarter: April, May, June
Thrid Quarter: July, August, September
Fourth Quarter: October, November, December

 Should an RSO wish to accelerate the yearly 96-hour requirement they may do so. RSOs may only
schedule for the current month and the following two months. If RSOs are unable to fulfill their quarterly
service requirements due to others scheduling more than 12 hours per month, those with more than 12
monthly hours scheduled may be required to give up shifts so that the other RSOs can fulfill their
requirements.
 Except for competitive events additional privileges include free range use for four non-member guests
when accompanied by the RSO, and range use for RSOs' immediate families.
 Our published hours of operation are 9am-5pm,seven days a week, consisting of two four hour shifts
from 9am-1pm and from 1pm-5pm. RSO's may work either one shift for a total of four hours or both shifts
for a total of eight hours. On open range days and Saturdays, and Sundays, RSO shifts will have a 1.5
multiplier applied; e.g. four hours equals six hours and eight hours equals 12 hours.
 Two RSO’s will receive credit for the AM & PM shifts on open range days Three RSO's will receive credit
for the AM & PM open range day shifts.
 As RSO’s we are tasked with the responsibility of providing our members with a safe, secure, and fun
place for the whole family to enjoy the shooting sports. With this in mind, RSO’s are not allowed to have
guests when on duty.
 RSOs are to regularly patrol all action bays, and check the Rifle Range at least three times an hour.
 RSO’s are required to monitor the Schedule for ongoing updates, fill in where needed, and be intimately
familiar with the RSO Program, RSO Duties and current Range Rules and Operational Procedures.
 In order to serve as a VCGHC RSO, you are required to maintain a valid NRA RSO Rating and submit a
copy thereof upon renewal.
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